25 November 2021: ASX RELEASE

MSL and Doshii sign a second multi-year partnership agreement,
with new MSL POS solution, OrderMate
Highlights:
● MSL owned OrderMate partners with Doshii to provide OrderMate venues the ability to
connect even more of their hospitality apps. This partnership is the second agreement
between Doshii and MSL Solutions after the announcement in March 2021 between Doshii
and MSL owned SwiftPOS.
● Australian scale-up, Doshii, is a middleware platform that enables hospitality venues to
seamlessly connect their point-of-sale with a wide range of hospitality apps, including
pickup and delivery, in-venue ordering, rostering and reservations apps. Doshii helps
venues eliminate double handling of orders, reduce mistakes, and find new opportunities
to streamline their operations and increase revenue.
● Launched in 2016, Doshii became an operating division of x15ventures, a wholly owned
subsidiary of the Commonwealth Bank of Australia (ASX: CBA) in December 2020.
● The agreement is expected to be worth over $800k over the next 5 years in addition to the
over $1.3 million over 5 years announced in March 2021.
MSL Solutions Limited (ASX: MSL) announces its partnership between its POS Solution OrderMate
and Australian hospitality point-of-sale and app middleware platform, Doshii. The integration will
provide OrderMate’s 2400 customers in Australia with the ability to connect their favourite
hospitality apps from Doshii’s growing marketplace directly to their point of sale for seamless and
efficient automation of operations.
The agreement fundamentally supports MSL’s operations by:
•
•
•

A reduction in development, maintenance and support expenses of MSL, leveraging
Doshii as an integration partner and provider of 24/7 monitoring and support.
The opportunity for qualified new and existing venue leads from Doshii sales executives
and CBA business relationship managers.
Ongoing PR and marketing opportunities with Doshii.

Justin O’Donnell, CEO of Doshii said, “It’s been a big year for Doshii, we have increased our
ecosystem from 20% to 75% of venues in Australia and our new partnership with OrderMate is the
icing on the cake! As two businesses determined to simplify technology for hospitality venues,
we’re looking forward to working with OrderMate to help their venues unlock even more value
from the tech they already use today“.

Pat Howard CEO of MSL Solutions said, “MSL want to provide our 8000+ customers with choice.
OrderMate connecting with Doshii allows our Ordermate customers access to all the hospitality
apps that they want, still leaving the POS as the cornerstone of the operation. We see this as a
strong positive outcome for our customers, MSL, OrderMate and Doshii.”
About OrderMate
OrderMate is the cross-platform point of sale built for hospitality in 2400 venues. OrderMate point
of sale systems cater for advanced table management, online/phone orders for pickup & delivery,
contactless ordering, powerful integrations, back-of-house reporting and more.
About Doshii
Australian scale-up, Doshii, gets a hospitality venue’s apps talking to their POS, so venues can
eliminate double-handling of orders, reduce mistakes, and get back to doing what they do best.
Doshii works with most leading POS providers and boasts the largest menu of hospitality apps in
Australia, including pickup and delivery, in-venue ordering, rostering and reservation apps.
As of November 2021, Doshii has helped serve over 168 million orders - and is hungry to do a
whole lot more!
Learn more and get connected at doshii.com
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About MSL Solutions Limited
MSL Solutions Limited (ASX: MSL) is a leading SaaS technology provider to the sports, leisure, and hospitality
sectors. We help some of the world's most iconic venues around the world - stadiums & arenas, pubs &
member clubs, sporting associations, golf federations and more – to deliver outstanding customer experiences
during every engagement.
MSL develops and delivers fully integrated and modular systems that connect customers to venues through
mobile and contactless entry, ordering and payment solutions. We seamlessly connect front-of-house to backoffice, offering an end-to-end guest engagement platform which provides actionable insights on key success
metrics to venues of all sizes.
MSL Solutions has over 8000 customers with offices in Australia, UK, and Denmark. To discover more about
MSL, please visit www.mslsolutions.com.

